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PREFACE

The problem that Is solves in this thesis is a prototype of 

innumerable problems found in more than one field of endeavor.

Thus even if one’s interest is not in ’hanging chainstl the methods 

employed in the following pages could still be useful. This is 

where the real beauty of the problem arises.

The writer’s interest in wav® equations began with an intro

duction to the Schroedinger Squatioa by Mr. Bownan. It too is a 

wave equation since its solution is of an oscillatory nature but 

ita applications are in small particle physics with overtones in

the area of Chemistry. Wave equations also serve a vital purpose 
Jfot

in the area of electrical circuit theory. The e substitution, 

employed on page H, is borrowed from this area of endeavor. In 

addition, of course, there are many applications in the area of 

mechanics,and engineering, from which the thesis problem is taken. 

Vibrating drum heads, beam deflections, and waves in a string are 

but a few examples.

In many of these problems one must reach into the realm of 

Linear Algebra to find the solutions. Setting up a matrix repre

sentation of the situation at hand and solving for the character

istic or eigenvalues is often a necessity. An excellent numeri

cal scheme, which can be utilized here, is the Jacobi Method for 

diagonalizing a matrix. This was first brought to the writer’s 

attention by Mr. Stewart.



'The following people were Instrumental in the success of this 

thesis. The writer owes special thanks to Mr. Bowian, the direc

tor of the thesis, who made it all possible. In addition, Mr. 
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introduction

Presentation of the Problem

The thesis problem finds its roots in wave mechanics. Ex- 

amine a hanging chain of vibrating rods, each of length r, as il

lustrated on the previous page. Although the individual lengths 

of the rods are the same the individual densities might not be. 

However, assume that the densities of all of the rods are evenly- 

distributed. Thia way the kinetic and potential energy terms will 

have the same general form, only the mass terms will vary in mag

nitude, f ran rod to rod. Given the above, the object is to deter

mine the resonant frequencies of the system under certain assump

tions.

Assumptions Made

The assumptions made are not entirely unrealistic but they 

are essential. First it is beneficial to avoid the somewhat te

dious vector addition of forces involved in the direct application 

of Newton’s Second Law of Motion (F • ma) to the problem. Thus 

Lagrange’a Equation {on page 3) is used, instead, to derive the 

generalized equation for the system. The use of the Lagrangian

assumes a ’holonomic* system where the forces are derivable from 
1

the potential energy.

Holonomic means that all constaints in the system can be ex

pressed as equations relating the coordinates of the system

f (x. ,x, ,x .... ,x ,t)). A constraint is a restriction on the free- x * s n
dom of motion of a physioal system in the form of a condition which 

2 ?
must be satisfied by the coordinates of its parts. To see that
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this does, indeed, apply to the system at hand consider a single

rod.

The tangential velocity (v) is given by where is the time 

rate of change of 0. If / is kept very small (the first assump

tion) then v can be approximated by i xwlulting in 1 « r$. Inte

grating with respect to time gives x - r^^G or x-r0 * G thus gi

ving andequation relating the coordinates of the system (x and /).

The second necessary condition for the application of the 

Lagrangiaa (i.e. that the forces are derivable from the potential) 

is accomplished by assuming a conservative system. The formal 

definition of a conservative system is that the total work done 

in moving a particle around a closed loop is zero. What it implies 

is that the force is the gradient of the potential (written: » 

•^) and hence is derivable from the potential. Frictional forces 

are automatically excluded from the analysis since they are non

conservative forces. This makes the maximum amplitudes, as well 

as the frequencies, independent of time since there is no friction 

to drain the energy from the system in the form of heat.

The assumption that the angle of rotation is kept small gives 

two added advantages. The first is that only the fundamental fre

quencies are excited so that the overtones can be ignored, i.e.
3

multiples of the fundamental frequencies which occur in nature. 

Secondly, the essential small angle approximations can be made 

for the sine and cosine functions. The sine of / can be replaced
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by 0 and the cosine of 0 by one or, if quadratic accuracy is de

sired in the cosine approximations, the first two terms of the
*>

power series expansion can be used; cosff - 1-/ /2« Without these 

approximations the results would be second order pon-linear dif

ferential equations, for which there are no closed form solutions.

In using the Lagrangian Equation (presented below) x^ and 

its derivative with respect to time (x*) will be treated as two 

independent variables. Thus in taking the partial derivative with 

respect, to one the other is treated as a constant. Thia simplifies 

the manipulations greatly and, indeed, is essential to the use

of the Lsgranglan Itself since its derivation makes use of the
4 /<’* ' ; ' '1, <"•

same assertion.

In review, the basic assumptions are small angles of rotation 

and all forces are conservative, and I assert that the coordinates 

and there time derivatives are to be treated as Independent varia

bles. In addition the restriction to a two dimensional analysis 

is added so that a solution may be evidenced. Hone of these as

sumptions seriously hamper the credibility of the results.

A Brief Outline if Procedure

0 (Lagrange’s Equation)

Above is the foundation of this entire thesis^ The term L, 

refered to as the Lagrsngianj is equal to the kinetic energy (T) 

minus the potential energy (V) for the system. In general, x* 

refers to the ith coordinate of a physical system. In the sys

tem examined, x* refers to the horizontal displacement of the ith 

node, which is located at the lower end of the ith rod. Again

a _—. J —m. J ■(***-> ZZ
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»
refers to the time derivative of x.*

The analysis in Part 1 begins with a precise expression of 

the kinetic and potential energys for the first rod in terras of 

the angle of rotation and the length r. Using the small angle 

approximations it is possible to derive the general energy equa

tions for the ith rod in terns of x*.

In general for a system of N rods K Lagrangian Equations arise 

which can all be expressed in terms of two general N XHN matrices, 

refered to in this thesis as V (for potential energy) and T (for 

kinetic energy). In the derivation of the kinetic and potential

energy terms the small angle approximations are chosen so that the 

equations are consistently quadratic. Quadratic denotes that all 

coordinates are found in the energy terms in ta form of xpj, x|,
. . »g ,

or x^o Since x^ is very small x^ is also very smell and of 

the same general order of magnitude, as the final results demon

strate.

As it turns out, a system of second order linear differential

equations results which lends itself nicely to the substitution,

Xj * This leads to the eigenvalue problem
— 3- , — _
VA * w TA (where V and T matrices are defined in Part 2)

The next step is to simultaneously diagonalize the two matrices 

giving the eigenvalues This is accomplished numerically

by the program, STE7E1, which utilizes the Jacobi Method for ma

trix diagonalization.

The physical significance of the and values can be read

ily seen if Eulers Identity is used to expand e^S
,4-

X = A eJ « A (oosOJttjsinwt)
II 1
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The previous equation better demonstrates why the solutions are 

oscillatorji In nature since they are given in terms of cosines 

and sines. The real part of the solutions are the answers. If 

the time required for the completion of one cycle in x^ is defined 

as the period (tQ) then:

t s glVor cAis gT7to O
Thus w is simply the angular frequency.

Since the maximum obtainable value for the cosine and sine

functions is one, it is evident that A. is the maximum obtainable

value for x,. In other words, A=(A ,^A_,A„,...,A ) is a vector 
* J- 3 n

whose components are the maximum amplitudes of the X values.

The analysis in Part 1 arrives at the matrix equation on the

assumption that the mass of each of the rods is the same and equal 

to some arbitrary value m. This is done for clarity of reading.

In part 2 this result is generalized for arbitrary masses where 

m* is not necessarily equal to ra. {i / j). In Part 2 it is shown 

how the matrix equation is to be solved and in Part 4 conclusions

are drawn based on the results.



DERIVATIOR AND ANALYSIS

OF THE MATRIX EQUATIONS
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Part X

Derivation of the Equations (Congruent Masses)

Consider the case whereHN^S, that is, there are exactly three 

rods. All three rods have length r and the same density which 

is distributed evenly throughout the rod. For each rod the total 

kinetic energy (T ) ia given by the translational kinetic energy

of its center of mass (T®01) plus the rotational kinetic energy

Rabout the center of mass for the ith rod (T^).

T* =

The translational term is given by the formula: - &», (v^1)2,
l i i

on'where is the ith mass and v^ is the velocity of the center 
_R *2of mass. Likewise Ty - where I- is the moment of inertia

about the center of mass and / is the angular velocity of the rod.
r/2 p T/S o B r/2 * 2

Ig - J x^dm = 3 x2 dx = xw t - IX = 21
-r/2 -r/2 3 -r/2 12 12

(£ =-n^r - density)

Thus T§ - ^((r^)2/^) and = fcaj (vjV-Mp 2/l2)

Isolate the first rod. As / gets very small r/ approaches

cm

x^ and thus, since r is constant,
• •

r0 approaches x^. Meanwhile, by sim

ilar triangles it can be established
cnthat x ' , the horizontal distance

to the center of mass for rod 1, is

But
n CHI a_ nequal to g-x^. Hence x^ - §-x.I*

as / gets very small, v^11" Jr/ approaches

x“" by similar argument to the above. Thus v®1 approaches -Jxp 

Finally, = ^a(^-(x2/l2)).
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si —

cm /■ x - W" 
/

fesSS fe *jL?

Next Isolate the second rod. If Kx * x -x then from figure 
2 X

n 2 it is evident that r$£ approaches

* ®« 0g gets very small. Therefore
*, • ♦

r0 can be approximated by x..-x .
* 2 1

Again by similar triangles, x0® » 

i^l-Xg) so that X® =

And again v^3 - gr$g approaches x®3
• »

and hence approaches g(x,^x ).

FIGURE
2

xf^4x'

8l'~2‘
The kinetic energy terra for the second rod is then:

Tg - ^((v®)2t(r/g)2/l2) 3

The kinetic energy term for the third rod follows by direct ana

logy with that for the second rod. The total kinetic energy term 

is:

(i) T = T,+T +T
* ? | 4 .

= ^(^xf^/l2H^(i{x 4x )2+(x -X )2/l2) 

xg^x0) %(Xg-Xg) Vl2)

Deriving the potential energy terms gets a little more in

volved. In deriving the potential energy term for a particular 

rod it must be taken into consideration the potential energy the 

rodsimpsrts on all rods below it by virtue of its displacement 

from equilibrium. In addition, in order to give a consistently 

quadratic accuracy to the energy terras the first two terms of the 

power series expansion for cosine approximations must be used.

suppose, to start with, that just one rod is left dangling 

from a fixed end (figure S on following page). In a conservative 

mechanical system, V is given simply by the formula: V » mgh, when 

gravity is the only outside force acting on the particle or body
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in question. Here a and g are the

Ajk FIGURE 3

node 1

mass and gravitational acceleration

respectively, while h is the height 

of the center of mass above a given 

reference line. The reference line

ia taken to be where the center of

mass is at equilibrium.

For the single rod, figure 3 demonstrates that h « ^r-^rcos^. 

Using a second order approximation for the cosine function gives:

h = jr-kc°s0 = |r(l-cos/) a ir(l-( l-#2/s)) » Artf2 

where once again / is restricted to being very small. Finally

approximating rtf by x^ yields:

V = mgh = mg(|rf!2) = (mg/r)(i(r/)2) - |(mgx2/r>

If two more rods are hung onto the end of the first a second

This second term is equal to KgH, where M “ mg-te„ = 2m, and takes 

into account the potential energy the first rod imparts on the 

rods below it because of the vertical displacement, H, of the first 

node. Thus it is impossible to isolate any particular rod to find 

its potential energy term as was done to find the kinetic energy 

tern. The vertical displacement is given by H - r(l-coa#) = |-r/2 

by the previous example.

V1 = 4(mgx2/r)^gH = (mg/r) (^x2+xp

A similar examination of the second rod (figure 4) shows that 

it too has two potential energy terms to take into consideration.

If node 1 is not at the vertical equilibrium position (i.e* 0)

the resultant potential energy in rod two is found in the potential
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node

FIGURE 4

node 2 H

_ energy term for rod 1, as explained

in the previous paragraph. There

fore, any initial displacement of 

node 1 may he ignored so that node 

1 will he treated as though at equi 

librium when deriving the second

potential (V ),
2 r

The first potential tern for rod 2 ia hy virtue of the dis- 

placement, h, of the center of mass above equilibrium feelght with 

respect to node 1. Approximate h, as was done before, by £rjt

end also r0 by Ax for 0 very small. SinceAx is given by x -x
6 2 12 ^2 

the first potential term for rod 2 becomes:

VT “ mgh = J(mg/r)(Xs>-x )2
2 « l

The second potential term for rod 2 is the potential energy 

rod 2 imparts on all rods below it in addition to that already 

imparted by rod 1. This is given by MgH where, again, M is the 

aggregate mass of all rods below rod 2, g is the acceleration of 

gravity, and H is the vertical displacement of node 2 above its 

equilibrium position, which is hanging vertically from node 1.

In this case K = Bg * a while H = r(l-cos^2) a WL Finally:

V;. = v“«gB = (ng/r)Wx « )2^x-x,)2)

Since rod 3 is the last rod in this case (K = 3), the second

potential term for rod 3 is zero. Hence V is a product only of

the displacement of its center of mass above equilibrium given by ©
V„ = ^(mg/r)(x_-x ) . Therefore:

(li) T =

= («us/r> (£x2+x2)+(mg/r) (4U..-XJ *+£( x^) (^x^)2)
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Combining terras in equation (i) gives the following results:

(i-a) T = («/a)(«^fx xgN&x|vxgxg^)

Meanwhile, equation (ii) may be expressed in terms of N, which

is 3 in this case,

(ii-a) V - (mg/rlt^^KB-Dx^Cmg/rJtilXg-XjJ^df-SJtx^-x^)2) 

•Hmg/r) (|( xg-xg)2+|(N-3) (xg-xg)2)

Since N - 2, then N-2 “ 0 and thus thia is essentially the same 

equation as before* If terms are combined in equation (ii-a) the

result is:

(ii-b) V = (ffig/?.r)(2(N-l)x2V(3-2K)x1xg^2(N-2)x^

f(S-2N)xgxgf(N-(5/2))xg)

A pattern can be deduced from both equations (1-a) and (il-b)

which can be generalized for all N* Let T^ b© the coefficient 
of lw/6)^ in th. goneraiuod fonn of (1-) and lot h. the 

coefficient of (mg/2r)X|X^ in the generalized form of (ii«^b)*

Then: 2, if i=j£N 

1, if iSJ=K 

1, if i=j-l
VifT -

U

2(N-i), if i=j#N 

if i«J=N

(UJ-2N), if i=J-l

0, otherwise ? 0, otherwise

Note that Tjj- T^ sad as 0 direct consequence of the

commutative law for scalar multiplication.

The next step is to substitute th© T and V talues into the

Lagrange Equation:

d<lL t L 
at* }xx ”

As explained in the

pendent variables.

0 (where L ■ T-V is the Lagrangiaa)
»

introduction, X| and x^ are treated as indep 

Thus in taking the partial derivative of L
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with respect to x* qll V terms go to zero while In taking the

partial of L with respect to x* all T terras go to zero. In gen

eral the Lagrangian la given by:

L - (m/6)£(T x x.) - (ag/»)Z(V xxj 
H 1 J « « 1j 1 Jij lj

= {

where and are defined on the previous page and the sums

are taken for all 1 and j - l,£tS,„ ,.,N. Note that in taking the

partial derivatives:

J • • f x.» if IjCj likewise
— (x x ) s ( •
J Xj. •* I 2x4=2xj , if i*j J X

All other terras of L go to zero in Lagrange’s Equation which be

comes simply:

(lii)

f(m/s)Tiixi^(mg/r)Vlixi

w”/&)Tm+i)^ui)’(“s/2r)vi(i+i)x(Hi) “ 0

Equation (ill) is a second order linear differential equa#

tion so that the oscillatory solution: xA 5 A*e^%( j— '|-1) is

applicable. Taking the derivative twice with respect to time

gives ae* 5 -AjW2*^. Substitution back into equation (lii) gives:

(iii-a) (mg/2r)(v A A +V , A )
i(l-l) (i-l) ii i 1(1+1) (i+1)

*(m<c2/®)^Ti(i-i)A(i-1),,’8TiiAi*ri(i+i)A(i+i)^ s 0 

Since the term e^ wfts in every coefficient of the equation it 

can be factored and divided out, because it is never zero.

2xi=sxj» i=^

Altogether there are N equations of the form (iii-e) which 

can all be expressed in one matrix equation as follows. First 

construct the T and V matrices, which stand for the kinetic and 

potential energys, respectively.
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(m/6)
I**

! CTn t1e °" •
JWWj.

: ' i, I

, ' \ 1>iS, . A J

TS1 2122’” ...0
1
I

* • «T
(Nil)N J

• ♦•10
fe-i)

2T
NN

(m/6) 4 1 O.a.

j 1 4» • • • **0 sI

0* • • *4 1 j
i
s» • • • 0 X 2

(mg/2r) 27n V12 0. • *

V21 8V22— ...0
; !• V* if

S’“

1
(S-l)N

...0 V 27
N(N-l) NN U

.-sea*
- H(NML) (3-2N) 0...

1 I
(S-2N) 4(N-2).................... 0

i I
0... ..,4 -1

L •••« -ii J

If the vector A is expressed as A«(A d „..X) then the 

N equations of the form (iil-a) can all be expressed simply as:

(iv) (V-coT)A = 0
l

Since the Aj’s are not neeessarily zero the columns of (V -cuT)

must be dependent vectors> hence the determinant of (V -oo^T)
5

must be equal to zero* This indicates one way to solve equation
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t . g
(iv) for the values of co , that is, solve the determinant, set
.. . 2
it to zero, and solve for to, Th© resonant frequencies for the 

network are the w values. Unfortunately, if N is very large this 

becomes very tedious for two reasons. First, a very large and 

involved determinant must be found. Secondly, even after the de

terminant is found and set equal to zero, an Nth degree polynomial 

results for whioh the roots must be determined.

As alternate method for solving equation (iv) ia shown in 

Part S but first further generalization of the V and T matrices 

for strictly arbitrary masses, m*.

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 5960i
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Part 3

Generalized Masses

Suppose it is desired to make the mass for each rod completely 

arbitrary. This way it is possible to vary the masses to see the 

effect on the resonant frequencies for the system. Part 2 will 

build on what is already known from Part 1 developing a matrix 

form for more generalized masses for the individual medaes.

From equation (i)» the general kinetic energy term for the 

1th rod was given by:

Ti * ^“iHt^^+x^J^x^x^)2/^) (xq« 0)

Instead of letting »4 be equal to m for all i, this time the m* mass 

shall be distinguished from ft (i#j) and a new T matrix will result. 

For N«S equation (1) becomes:

(v) T = ^a1(ix24-x2/l2)^m2(^-(ii+xp)^{i^i)s/l2)

^»3 ) %(y«2) s/i£)

s (i/6) (

Terms were combined to reach the second step above.

The general case becomes evident. If T is the coefficient 
• . 1 j

of (l/eJXjXj in equation (v) generalized for all N» then:

m , if j=Ul 
j

if i=j«N 

0, otherwise

Again is equal to T . The generalized T matrix follows:
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T = (1/6) 2T11 Ti2
| T212T22-’

:■ 0»*»

»»»0

• • »T(m)K

“T

•**° TN(Nil) 2TRK

- (1/6) j 2(m -m ) a 0...
1 2 2

C

Kg 2 ( Hlg"Clg ) »

0, » •

««»0

• *«0

%j
•"W ”V

la general* from the derivation on pages g and 9* the poten» 

tial energy term for the ith rod was found to be:

vi s®i«Uxi“Ki-i)S/4r)W18C(xi~x1^1)2/2r, (xQ* 0) 

where is the mass of the ith rod, M. is the total mass of all 

rods below the ith rod, and g is the gravitational acceleration*
N

For KSg equation (il) for generalized masses becomes:

(vi) V = (m^gArJXj+Ul^g/SrJx2

*< mgg/4r) (Xg-Xj) S¥(Mgg/2r) (Xg-^)8 

■M»g g/4r) (xg-xg) 2*(Mgg/2r)(xg-xg)2 

= (g/2r) ((^^^gWgJxJ-tfljg^aSgJx^g

*<4S*S*S*, )l2‘(“3*atS,I‘sI3 

*(H*3)I3)

where again the second ttfll is obtained by simply combining terms,

Let V be the coefficient of (g/2r)x x in the generalized poten- 
* J i j

tial energy term. Then the commutativity for multiplication of 

scalars implies that is equal to V and the following gener-
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alizations can be made:

if j-ifl

VU =
if itj-N (since M « 0)

| ' ^(3/2)®i+1^i+i. if isj^N

A . r\4-V»flk,v*wT4 ma0, otherwise

so that the generalized V matrix is: 
v = (g/gr) prlx vlg 0...

I V "»*“

0». «

►..o VN(N-1) ^NN

..0 I‘ *> fcs
••¥(N-1)H j

J

: (g/Sr) j m-j+Sm +4Mg -(m *mg) 0...

• . *05 -(mgfffig) mg+amstffi3.»,

L •••° *■*»
Following a deduction which parallels that in Part 1 begin

ning on page 10 the T and V values are placed in the Lagaangian:

L - (l/6)Z(T^x^)-(g/2r)J(Vijx1x^)

*5 ■ ifl*Applying the Lagrange Equation and making the substitution xi*AieJ

an equation identical in form to (lii-a) results!

(g/2r)(V A,. ..V2¥4,A +V , A )i(i-l) (i“D ii i 1(1+1) (ltl/
-<-2A) <\( t.X^u\«l( !«)*( lH|!J ’

After having redefined the T and V matrices equation (iv) can

once again be used to express all N equations for the system.

(iv) fcV-t^TjA - 0 where A = (k tk ,fk )
1^3 N

Now there is a critical need to devise a numerical scheme to

solve for the resonant frequencies.
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Part S

Solution

(V-oPtJa = 0

As mentioned before, one way to solve the above is to find 

the determinant of the coefficient matrix and set it to zero# 

thus solving for the values:

However, as the matrices become very large this method becomes 

too tedious to be practical* Instead rewrite the equation as fol

lows:

(vi) VA = X TA (where

This takes on the familiar form of an eigenvalue problem where the 

eigenvalues are the square of the resonant frequencies. Notice 

that Instead of a matrix operating on a vector giving a scalar 

multiple of that vector the results are a scalar multiple of an

other matrix operating on the same vector. Thus, instead of dia

gonalizing one matrix* two matrices must be diagonalized simulta-
v < 

neously to find the eigenvalues, X^. The method used is standard.

First T is diagonalized by the orthogonal matrix o’such that:
— _ _ f ——
T* - Q PQ - (where Q is the transpose of Q)

thus giving a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are d,. Note 
- _t 1

that since Q is an orthogonal matrix, by definition Q is equal 
— -T1

to the inverse of Q (i.e. Q )• Now the same transformation is 
_ _ _t__

applied to V but note that V* « Q VQ is not generally diagonal.

The next step is to normalize T* which is accomplished by

applying a transformation to T’ by a diagonal matrix, M, whose
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diagonal entries are Kbj2 l/ 'Jd7t
_t _ r c —

T” - K T*M - (d4/d ) A = <A = I (the identity matrix)
1 i lj t

Note that sine© M is diagonal, W M but that M is not orthogonal

(unless K is the identity matrix). Again the same transformation 
_ _A_ _

must be applied to V* resulting in V” s M V*M.

Now that ¥ has been diagonalized and normalized, any ortho

gonal transformation applied to it will not change it. There

fore V” can now be diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation,

R, without affecting T".
t t__ t_ -1 .

while R T«R = H IR = R R = R R =,¥ = T”a J

The \ are the eigenvalues.

Essentially what has been done is to transform (vi) into a

new eigenvalue problem as demonstrated by the following analysis. 
’ 2

VA = U TA
____ ~1 2____ -1
V(QQ )A«6oT(QQ )A

-1 -12_____ ____
V(M,f )Q a «t/¥Q(MK )Q A

______ -1 __-l_-l 2___ _“1
W(RR )M Q A =Oo W(RR )i-‘ Q A

___________ -1 _____ _ ___-1
V(O<R)(<Ml) A =602T(C?ffi)({>m) A

,_t_t__t
Multiplying on the left side of the equation above by R M “ =

___ t ___ -1
(QMR) and letting the vector B be equal to (<$<R) A gives equa

tion (vi) a new appearance:

(iF?) v(B¥)b s o?(<I®f) t(q?r)b

or \S^B « ufe - 6o2B(vii)

Thus applying the transformation (<$®) to both V and T has reduced 

equation (vi) to a more familiar form (vii) with characteristic

values -lm^.__ 2—

It is a theorem in Linear Algebra that any symmetric matrix U
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can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix 0 such that:
— —X u» « o 1

the diagonal entries of U* are then the eigenvalues of U and the

corresponding eigenvectors are found in the corresponding columns 
_ 7

of Q. Furthermore, the eigenvalues are all real.

Since the V and T matrices are always symmetric it will al

ways be possible to diagonalize both using a numerical algorithm 

known as the Jacobi Method. Program STSV31 (in Appendix B) is a 

numerical iteration which follows the procedure described above, 

using the Jacobi Method, to simultaneously diagonalize the two

matrices.

The following is an example of how program STSVSL is used, 

which will further demonstrate the accuracy of the algorithm by 

deriving a characteristic polynomial for the sample problem to 

test the eigenvalues ST5VS1 computes.

Actually the program requites no input. Instead, to analyze 

any particular hanging chain, the following statements within the 

program itself are adjusted. First to tell the program how many 

rods there are change the second instruction (N * ?) and dimension 

all arrays with the value of N. Then to tell STEVBl how long the 

rods are, adjust the third instruction (R = ?). Finally let STSVEl 

know what the mass of the jth rod is by adjusting the sixth instruc 

tion.(W(J)-?). Unless there is an error in the execution, in which 

case the error message will be printed out, the program tells what 

the resonant frequencies are.

As a test of STEVS1 a chain of three rods was initially ex-
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amined each of length 4*9033 meters (for easy cancellation with 

the gravitational constant) and mass of one kilogram. The units 

are MKS because built into the program is a gravitational accel- 

eration of g - 9.8066 m/seo . The size of the two dimensional 

arrays was thus 3 by 3 and the size of the Yf vector was 3 corres

ponding to 3 masses. In addition the following code was entered; 

N«3
R=4.9033

and

The following output resulted;

RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE 

.9848E 00 .2449E 01 .4628E 01

Thus the resonant frequencies are .9848, 2.449, and 4.628 

so that the corresponding eigenvalues must be;

\ =6jl = (-9Q48)2 = .9698

(2.449)2 2 5.9976 

(4*628)2 = 21*4184
3 3

Now to solve for the characteristic equation by the method 

mentioned briefly at the end of part 1, i.e. solve the deteiminsnt 

of (V-)\T) and set it to zero. Since the matrix is only a three 

by three, the work should be minimal.

Refer to page 12 (for congruent masses) to see that the ma

trices are set up as follows;

T - (m/6) 4 1 0 2/3 1/6 oH

I 4 1 1/6 2/3 1/6 j

...o 1 1 ■ ! 0 1/6
1/J
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5 ” (mg/2r) j 8 -0 o

! -3 4-1
*4w®®’^wW"wl^06^i<

Uo -l iJ

Since the r value (4.9033) was chosen equal to g/2 then g/2r is 

just one. Likewise m is one so that:

V = 8

—3

_0

-3

4

-1

0

-1

1-

Finally:

V->T = 8-(2/S)\ 

-3-(l/6)> 

„ 0

-3-(l/6)> 0

4—(2/3)> -l-{l/6)>

-l-(l/5)\ 1-(1/3)A

When the determinant of the above is solved and set equal 

to zero the following cubic characteristic equation results: 

13)>2-S69\2+2016>-1620 - 0

Now substituting the 'h values arrived at by program ST&7S1 in the 

characteristic equation provides a convenient test of the algorithm:

'X Z .9698 gives 11.8574-347.0489—1955.1168—1620 « -.0747 

7\ - 5.9976 gives

2804.6315-13273.374-12091,161-1620 = 2.418 

- 21.4184 gives

127733.38-169277.95-43179.494—1620 - 14.924

The magnitude of the error seems to increase with the magni

tude of the eigenvalue. This would seem intuitive since the mag

nitude of the numbers arrived at in the characteristic polynomial 

also increases in proportion to the size of the eigenvalue. In

deed, if this error is reexamihed in relation to these numbers
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it becomes apparent that the percentage error remains very small 

To illustrate this faot» for each error a ratio was set up com

paring it to the smallest number appearing in the chareeteristic 

polynomial for that particular eigenvalue.

for >= .9698 

for X = 5.9976

(.0747/11.8574)(100$) = .6300 $ 

(2.418/1620)(100$) = .1493 %

for >= 21.4184 (14.924/16201(100$) = 19212 $
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Pert 4

Conclusion

All of the test programs, as well as STOT31 in final for®, 

were debugged and run on the Xerox Sigma 7 computer located at 

M.S.U. in Bozeman. Later in this section, the results of a aeries 

of experiments performed with the aid of ST^VSl are presented and 

their plausibility is discussed. However, first a physical inter

pretation of the situation at hand would be helpful.

j?or a more intuitive understanding of what is happening con

sider a hanging chain of just four rods. Figure 5 illustrates 

the four modes of vibration corresponding to the reeonant frequen

cies of the hanging chain. The wavelengths depicted in the dia

gram decrease from left to right. If 1 he the vertical distance 

from the pivot point to the bottom of the fourth rod, then figure 

5a Illustrates a wavelength of 41, figure 5b a wavelength of 31, 

figure 5c a wavelenth of 21, and 5d a wavelength of 1.
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As Implied in the introduction, the frequency (<a>) is inversely

related to the period (tQ). Obviously as the waves along the hang

ing chain get longer the period increases since it would require 

a longer time for a single wav© to pass any point along the chain, 

Thus the frequencies would lower for longer wavelengths due to the 

inverse relationship with the period. In other words figure 5a 

illustrates the lowest frequency, figure 5b the next lowest, etc.

Recall that the derivation of the original matrix equations 

in Part 1 arrived at a series of N second order linear differen

tial equations. The end result was a series of N independent so

lutions of the fora: xt - A (where j = j/-I), for each value

of 1, which corresponded to the N resonant frequencies of the sys

tem. It follows, from the superposition principle, that the gen

eral solution for x* is given by a linear combination of these N 

fundamental solutions. In physical terns, this means that the 

natural oscillation of the hanging chain is given by a superposi

tion of oscillations in all N frequencies.

(viii) - hr
t, il4,t 

> A +a1e« 2 ■I'V

Once thetresonant frequencies are determined the amplitudes 

can also be Sound from equations (lii-a) on page 11. Sub

stitution of a particular to value results in K linear homogeneous 

equations for N unknowns, thich are the Amplitudes corresponding 

to the kth resonant frequency. Again matrix equation (iv) can be

(iv) (V-cC2T)A=0

used to express all N equations. There are non-trivial solutions 

for the A|*s if and oily if the determinant of the coefficient

matrix is zero. Therefore, as expected, there can be non-zero
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TABLE OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES 

(Computed by Program STEVS1)

All mass units are in kilograms. Lengths are in meters. 

Table la) Varying the rod length (R) and average mass

m - m - n N = 4
1 J

R - 1.0 R = 2.0

m =
;Aj ftp®**. • ■'Sf

00 = w -

1.0 1.886, 4.548, 7.985, 13.15 1.334, 3.216, 5.646, 9.296

m - OJ -

2.0 1.886, 4.548, 7.985, 13.15 1.334, 3.216, 5.646, 9.296

Table lb) Varying the distribution of mass 

. R - 1.0 N = 4

Average Mass id 1.0 j Average Mass is 2.0 ___

for a. = 2i/(N*l) ! m = 4i/(N+l)
*• | X

ti> = 2.042 , 5.202 , 9.254, 16.72 j CO = 2.042, 5.202, 9.254, 16.73
*Cr” .............. -■ II- n,i-r- - .... ,r,.   n ................ 3" '' ~ r—n nr , m. r-

for sij - 1.0 (for comparison) j ~ 2.0 (for comparison) 

tO - 1.886, 4.548, 7*985, 13.15 to • 1.886, 4.548, 7.985, 13.15

for m = (2 (N-i+1))/(Kf1)

CO - 1.471, 3.890, 6.702, 10.79

Table lc) Varying the number of rods 

mj - m - 1.0, R = 1.0

Number of Rods Resonant Frequencies
N = 2 i UO = 1.375, 8.084

I .............................
N = 3 Oi = 2.181, 5.424, 10.25

N = 4 = 1.886, 4.548, 7.985, 13.15
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amplitudes, in the undriven state, only for the natural fwaquen-

cies. Furthermore* sine© the determinant of (V - orT) is zero,

the rank of the coefficient matrix is less than N* Thus at least

one amplitude must be arbitrarily set to some value before solving 
8

for the rest.

Table 1 illustrates the results of a series of experiments 

performed with the aid of program STEVE1. Inherent in the pro

gram are three parameters which can be varied. These are R, the 

length of the rods} m » the mass of the ith rod (W(I) in STSFE1); 

and N, the number of rods. In table la) N is held constant while

and R are varied* In table lb) R and K are held constant 

while ie varied. Finally, in table lc), and R are held con

stant and K Is varied. Thus the fffeot of a change in any one 

of the parameters is isolated by holding the other two constant.

To demonstrate the plausibility Cf the results an anology 

is drawn to the simple pendulum problem wherever possible. Re- 

oall the formula for the angular frequency of the simple pendulum:

dx) u>s \FgZi

where g is the gravitational acceleration and 1 is the length of

the pendulum arm.

From equation (ix) it is evident that the pendulum frequency 

ie independent of the mass of the bob. An analogous statement 

for a hanging chain would be to say that the resonant frequen

cies are independent of the total mass of the chain. Tables la) 

end lb) both illustrate that this is, indeed, true. As long as

R ie held constant, end the relative distribution of the masses
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along the chain is held constant, a change in total mass has no 

effect on the resonant frequencies. However, if the distribution 

of masses is altered, even if the total mass is held constant, 

there is a very definite effect on the resonant frequencies.

The simple pendulum analogy is obviously too simplified to 

explain this phenomenon, which illustrated in table lb). The 

first column in table lb) represents an average mass of 1.0 kg. 

and hence a total mass of 4.0 kg. while the second column shows 

an average mass of £.0 kg. and total mass of 8.0 kg.. The same 

respective entries of each column represent the same relative 

distribution of mass with only the total or average mass changed. 

Thus there is no difference in their respective resonant frequen

cies. However, different entries in the sqme column show the ef

fect of having the same total mass but a varying distribution of 

the masse® along the chain.

The first entry in each column of table lb) represents a 

mass for the ith rod which gradually increases, in an arithmetic 

progression, as i gets larger. The second entry represents a con

stant mass. The third entry is just the reverse of the first,ii.e 

the masses gradually decrease down the ohaingfrtaa the top,,just 

reversing the same arithmetic progression. See table £ below.

Table 2) m^gi/lm) ra^i/d^l) m,=(«(B-i*l))/{N+l)

first rod (2/5) kg. (4/5) kg.
J;.'1-'- ' V !;> $ (8/5) kg.

second rod (4/5) kg. (8/5) kg. (6/5) kg.

third rod (6/5) kg. (12/5) kg. (4/5) kg.

fourth rod (8/5) kg. (16/5) kg. (2/5) kg.

Total Mass |.O kg. 8.0 kg. 4.0 kg.
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Sn each subsequent entry of table lb) there is a unilateral shift

ing downward of the resonant frequencies corresponding to an up

ward shift in the overall distribution of the masses.

Another conclusion drawn from equation (ix) is that, for the 

simple pendulum problem, the frequency is inversely proportional 

to the square ro®t of the length of the pendulum arm. An analo

gous statement, in relation to the hanging chain, might be to say 

that the resonant frequencies are inversely proportional to the

square root of R, the length of the rods: 

tc - k/'^R_ (k a constant)

Thue if the length is ohanged from R to R the change in each 
1 2

resonant frequency is given by the following ratio:

(x>)

la table la) witness a change in lengths from R^= 1.0 to 

Rg- 2.0. Thus the respective frequency ratios should be given 

by:

CUg/G^ = Pi/Rg = H/2 = •707l

The following ratioaaare taken from ouput of STEVEl (table la)) 

1.K34/1.886 * .7073 5.646/7.985 = .7071

2.216/4.548 * .7071 9.296/13.15 “ .7069

This seems to confirm equation (x).

The simple pendulum analogy is useless for explaining the

effect of changing the number of rods (N) in the chain. From

table lc) the results appear as a cluster of frequencies which

seems to spread out as N gets larger. If to iw the ith frequen- 
i|

cy, for a chain of N rods then apparently, with only one exception:

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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^km-x)2, wu.<UJ(ni»m) wi,'re 

Therefore there is not the up or downward shifting of frequencies 

experienced when either of the other two parameters were shifted.

The writer recognizes that the conclusions drawn are based

on only a limited amount of ’dry labbed* data. To come up with

a truly valid conclusion one would need to make many more test

runs of the algorithm for numerous values of R, 3f» and m^. In

addition,,there is no substitute for actual experimental data,

taken from laboratory tests of the physical system in question.

An article in the July 1975 issue oftthe American Journal 
9

of Physics analyses the hanging chain from a different point of 

view. Instead of generalizing the matrices for generalized masses, 

as Isddone in this thesis, the N terms are allowed to become very

large. The author of the article arrives at frequencies of the 

same general order of magnitude as those in this thesis but was

unable to provide experimental evidence of their validity for N 

(the number of rods) less than fifty.
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Appendix A

The Double Pendulum Problem

The following is an example of what not to do. The problem

solved here is exactly analogous to the thesis problem only nor

mally much simpler to work with. However, the initial email an

gle approximations will not be made. The results are instructive.

In figure 6 below there ere two identical pendulums. The first

pendulum is hanging from the origon of the x and y coordinate

axes, where the y-axis is vertical and the x-axis is horizontal.

The second pendulum is hanging from the bob of the first. In

both pendulums all the mass (m) is concentrated in the bob. The

ultimate goal is to establish an exact mathematical relationship

between angles jL and # in the diagram, using the Lagrange Equa- 
1 S

Let r be the length of each

pendulum arm. She potential and 

kinetic evergys can most easily 

be expressed in terms of cartesian

coordinates.

Figure 7 demonstrates that the magnitude of the velocity 

squared is equal to the sum of the squares of the magnitudes of
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the velocity® in the x and y directions; i.e*:
S _ 2 2 - *2 *pv ~ V *v = x +y^

x y
But the kinetic energy (T) is given by |®v8 so that it can be

*g *2
expressed bys T X jha(x +y ). The expression for potential ener

gy for a conservative system (ignoring friction) is mgh for each

rod. Since the y-*axis is vertical* the h term ban be expressed

as the distance frag the x-axis, if the x-axis represents the

zero potential line. Thus the potential term is given by -mgy. 
‘2/2.Tx = ^(x^yp 

t2 ~
Vx - -mgyx

V - -mgy 
2 2

Now to make the translations from the cartesian coordinates 

to 0 and 0g. Prom figure 6 it ia apparent that!

xx X rsin#x xg = x1+rsin0g - rCsin^sin#,,, 

yl " rcos^i yg = yi+rooa0g - r( eos0x-feos0g)

Substitution back into the kinetic and potential equations above 

gives the following total kinetic and potential energy terms:

T » Tj-Tg - ^n(2r20x+r20^+2r2010g(cos01cos02^sin01sin0g))

V - Vx-Vg = -mgr(2cos01+cos0g)

Thus the Lagranglan Is given by!

L X t-V X |mr2( 20®Wi2+2i’ 0 (cos0 cos/ +sin0 sin0 $$ 
X212 1 2 1 2

+mgr(2oos0 +cos0 )
1 2

The next step is to compute the necessary partial derivatives of

L for the application of the Lagrange Equation. Once again treat
* *

0.» 0O» 0.» and 0 as fowr independent variables. 

d 2 • *
X r m0 0 (cos0 sin0<-co30sin0 )-2mrg(sin0 ) 

c*0, i 2 l c 2 l 1

' ~ - 2 j4 t “ mr^2^‘H^g(cos0xoos0g+sin01sin0|))

1
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■ — 2* *- mr'00 (cos0 sin0 -co®0. sin0..)-tngr(ein#, )
0. 12 2 112 

\X ® • •
. “ ®r (02^x( oos01ooe0gfsin01sin0g))

o ^r,2
To keep the derivatives from becoming too involved at this

point the following shorthand notation is introduced:

Let S - cos0 cos0 +sin0 sin#X X 2
and let U - eos0 sin0 -eos0 sin#X 2 2 X

Thus:

I and once forThe Lagrange Equation is applied 

First substituting into the

■JLXL ' • * o
«\ S7X

d ft.

twice; once for 

form for 0^t

and simplifying gives:
• ♦ •

1) 2r0>r0 S+r0 S-r0 0 Uf2g(sin0 ) = 0
1 2 2 1 2 1 

Doing the same for 0 results in:

2) r0gfr01^r01S+r0l0gUfg{sin0g) = 0
* —" * *

where S = i(S) - 4fti-0„)V after combining terms, 
dt x 2

Both equations 1) and 8) are non-linear second order differen 

tial equations with variable coefficients which are impossible to 

solve» at least in closed fom. This demonstrates whjrlthe small 

angle approximations made in this thesis are so essential. Sure

ly any approximate solution is better than no solution at all.
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Program STBVK1

A computer program which inputs arbitrary values for the mess 

of the ith rod, W(I), and then outputs the resultant resonant fre

quencies for the system. STBVJ3. sets up the V and T matrices and 

then simultaneously dlagenallres them, using the Jacobi Method. 

Finally, the program finds the resonant frequencies from the reaul

tent eigenvalues by taking the square root.

< DIMENSION 
S T(??),V(?7),

O{??),«(?), 
WORK1(?,7), 
«0RK2(?,?)

ih-i ?

z DO 320 

\ J-?L,N

Mz

/ DO 315 

.. K T.,N

_ V____
T(J,S) s 

¥(J,K)
J - 1,N 
K. »

I
v

BRANCH r5

no
K T ..

O(J,K)
l/V^iC)

O(J,K)
*0

BRaNGH=1.5

3

W(I) =rfj,j>
J =l,s

~ w

315 satiio
v

320 CONTINUE

OUTPUT
Ml)i 

T,N

V - rtr~
T * CTO CALL EXIT

v -o\o
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'BVE1 (continued)

and V



■

3 i Program STEVE! (continued) 

Diagonaliztog the T Matrix

(the identity
/M R~^TuP^Tix’'W’ j Tix Tw) 2)

. matrix)

1/

j
SaPSr \ •• -

I wobki=T WORK! » WEI =
B ~|T I

i 12 ?
(thaeitdntttj,,!, 

matrix) j

IM
-R/

..J;.}, IX
V/u

| L—1 M=2 C«0. ??F 1
I
i

«
*1.<♦»

DO 100 \ o=o(wom)
f X

worn = 
w

?O:'Z1 S
ML

/ \
\ J=1»N-1

* 1 *

T»T(TOK1) Pl
i

WQRKl

/ DO 90 \ 
\ Wtl,N /

V0PK2=W0RKl 
(TRANSPOSED) 
Ts(WK2)T |

/ DO 225 \
/ V
\ /

/ DO 280
/
\ X=JU»K
\

v\.

820 CONTIKE’,

YES
■•SSI,-3KX5

ERROR
MESSAGE

. I

z
——» - . J«M.««I»I-IIW

828 C0OTINU3O
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Appendix B 

Program S1EVE1

(listing)

C PROGRAM TO SIMULTANEOUSLY DIAGONALIZE THE
C MATRICES "V" AND "T” THUS FINDING THE 
C EIGENVALUES FOR MY PROBLEM*.

DIMENSION T(?,?),V(?,?),O(?,?),W(?), 
1WQRK1(?»?),WORK2(?,?)

N—?
C HERE WE BUILD THE T AND V MATRICES FOR 
C GIVEN VALUES OF W(I) THE xxASS OF THE 
C I»TH ROD

R“?
DO 5 U»1,M
W(J)«?

5 CONTINUE
DO 15 J«1,N
DO 10 K»1,N
t(j,k)=o.
v(j,k)=o.

10 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE

Q-0.
SUM-0.
DO 20 J«3,N
SUii=SUxx+-,(j)

20 CONTINUE
T(1,1)-2.*(W(1)4W(2))
T(l,2)-W(2)
T(N,N-1)W(N)
T(N,N)»2.*W(N)
V (1, l)-.,(l )+3 .*W (2 )+4 ,*SUii
7(1,2)=-(W(2)+2.*SU^)
V(N,N-l)^-W(N)
v(n,n)-w(n)
DO 25 J=2,N-1
SUm"6UM_W(J+1)
T(J,J-l)=W(j)
T(J,J)“2.*(W(J)4W(J+1))
T(J,J+l)-W(J+l)
V(J, J-l)=- (W (J )+2.*(SUM+W ( J ) ) ) 
v(j,j)-w(j)+3.*w(J+D+4.*sum
V (J, J+l)«- (W ( JU )+2.*SUw)

25 CONTINUE
DO 35 J«1,N
DO 30 K“1,N
V(J,K)»( 9.8066/(2.*R))*¥(J, K)
T(J,K)»(1./6.)*T(J,K)

30 CONTINUE 
35 CONTINUE

BRANCH’-. 5
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o 
o 

o 
o

Program STBVE1 (continued)

THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS,
UP TO THE NEXT COMMENT, viERELY
DIAGONALIZES THE T MATRIX BY APPLYING
THE ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION"0"

45 1=0
DO 70 J»1,N
DO 60 K=1,N
IF(J .NB. K)G0 TO 50
O(J,K)«1.
00 TO 60 

50 O(J,K)«O.
60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
80 B»ABS(T(1,2))

L»1
m=2
C"O
DO 100 J«1,N-1
DO 90 K«J+1,N
if(abs(t(«j,k)) .lb. b)go to 90
B“ABS(T(J,K))
L=J
M«K

90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE

R=(2.*T(L,a))*(l./(T(L,L)-T(^,M)-
1$QRT( (T(L,L)_T(m,‘a) )**2+4.*T(L,a)**2) ) )

DO 130 J=1,N
DO 120 K-1,M
IF(J .BQ. K)G0 TO 110
W0RKL(J,K)-O.
GO TO 120 

110 W0ftKL(J,K)«l.
120 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE

>.RK1(L,m)=_r/SQRT(1.+R**2)
WORK1(L,L>1./SQRT(1.+R**2)
W0RK1(m, L)«r/s&T(1.+R**2 )
WORKl(m,M)««W®Kl(L,L)
DO 140 J«1,N
DO 135 K=1,N
WGRK2(J,K)O(J,K)

135 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE

DO 155 Jl-l.N
DO 150 K1=1,N
0(Jl,KL)-€.
DO 145 0=1,N
0(Jl,Kl)=0(Jl,Kl)+W0RK2(Jl,j)«W0RKl(J,Kl) 

145 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 
155 CONTINUE
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Program STEVE1 (continued)

DO 165 J»1,N
DO 160 K«1,N
W0RK2(J,K)»T(J,K)

160 CONTINUE 
165 CONTINUE

DO 100 J1=1,N
DO 175 K1“1,N
T(Jl,Kl)=O.
DO 170 J=*1,N
T(Jl,Kl)”T(JlfKl)+WCRK2(Jl,J)*WCRKl(J,Kl) 

170 CONTINUE 
175 CONTINUE 
180 CONTINUE

DO 190 J»1,N
DO 185 K=1,H
WCRK2(«J,K)=WQRKl(K,«l)

185 CONTINUE 
190 CONTINUE

DO 200 J=S1,N
DO 195 K»1,N
WORK1(J,K)=T(J,K)

195 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE

DO 215 J1“1,N
DO 210 KT“1,N
T(J1,KL)-O.
DC 205 J-1,N
T(Jl,Kl)=T(Jl,Kl)+W0RK2(Jl,J)*W0RKl(J,Kl) 

205 CONTINUE 
210 CONTINUE 
215 CONTINUE

DO 225 J-1,N-1
DO 220 K«J+1,N
C«C+ABS(T(J,K))

220 CONTINUE 
225 CONTINUE

I-I+l
if(c .lt. .0001)go to 240
IF(I .LT. 200)G0 TO 80 

C THE FOLLOWING IS M ERROR MESSAGE 
230 WRITE(2,235)
235 FQRMAT(/2X,’YOU BLEW IT»)

GO TO 465
240 IF(BRANCH-1.)245,23O,45O 

C NOW I RETURN TO THE *iAlN PROGRAM
245 DO 255 U“1,N

DO 250 K=1,N
W0RKl(J,K)=0(K,J)

250 CONTINUE 
255 CONTINUE

DO 265 J-1,N
DO 260 K«1,N
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Program STEVE1 (continued)

WGRK2(J,K)«V(J,K)
260 CONTINUE 
265 CONTINUE

DO 280 J1-1,N
DO 275 K1-1,N
V(J1,K1)-O.
DO 270 J-l.N
V(J1,K1)^V(J1,K1)+WQRK1(J1,J)*WORK2(J,K1)

270 CONTINUE 
275 CONTINUE 
280 CONTINUE

DO 290 J«1,N
DO 285 K»1,N
WORKl(J,K)=V(J,K)

285 CONTINUE 
290 CONTINUE

DO 305 J1-1,N
DO 300 K1»1,N
V(Jl,Kl)O.
DO 295 J-1.N
V(Jl,Kl)W(Jl,Kl)+WQRKl(Jl,J)*0(J,Kl)

295 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
305 CONTINUE

C NOW THAT I HAVE APPLIED THE ”0” TRANSFORMATION 
C TO V I WILL NORMALIZE THE T MATRIX 

DO 320 J»1,N
DO 315 K-1,N
IF(K .SQ. J)G0 TO 310
0(j,K)-0.
GO TO 315

310 O(J,K)-1./SORT(T(J,K))
315 CONTINUE 
320 CONTINUE 

DO 330 J»1,N 
DO 325 K-1.N 
WQRKl(J,K)~T(J,K)

325 CONTINUE 
330 CONTINUE

DO 345 J1-1,N 
DO 340 K1«1,N 
T(J1,KL)-O.
DO 335 J«1,N
T( Jl, K1)=^T( Jl, Kl )+0( Jl, J )*WORfOL( J, Kl)

335 CONTINUE 
340 CONTINUE 
345 CONTINUE

DO 355 J”1,N
DO 350 K»1,N
WGRKl(J,K)«T(J,K)

350 CONTINUE 
355 CONTINUE
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Program SIEVE1 (continued)

DO 370 J1»1,N 
DO 365 KL«1,N 
T(J1,K1)-O.
DO 360 J-1,N
T(Jl,EL)^T(Jl,Kl)+WCiRKl(Jl,j)*O(J,;a.)

360 CONTINUE 
365 CONTINUE 
370 CONTINUE

C NOW I APPLY THE SAMS TRANSFORMATION TO V
DO 380 J«1,M
DO 375 K-1,N
WCRK1(J,K)=V(J,K)

375 CONTINUE 
380 CONTINUE

DO 395 J1=1,N
DO 390 K1»1,N
V(J1,KL)=O.
DO 385 J-1,N
V ( J1, EL )=V( J1, KL )+0( J1, J )*WORKL (J , KL)

385 CONTINUE 
390 CONTINUE 
395 CONTINUE

DO 405 J-l.N
DO 400 K«1,N
WQRKl(J,K)=*V(J,K)

400 CONTINUE 
405 CONTINUE

DO 420 J1-1,N
DO 415 K1-1,N
V(J1,K1)=O.
DO 410 J»1,N
v(ji,ki)»v(ji,ki)+worki(ji,j)*o(J,ki)

410 CONTINUE 
415 CONTINUE 
420 CONTINUE

C NEXT I WILL TEST THE T MATRIX TO BE SURE
C THAT IT HAS BEEN NORMALIZED

DO 435 J-1,N
DO 430 K-1,N
3MP(J»K)+,O©1
IF(J .EQ. K)GO TO 425
IF(I .EQ. 0)G0 TO 430
GO TO 230

C 230 IS MY ERR® XiESSAGE 
425 IF(I .EQ. 1)GO TO 430 

GO TO 230
430 CONTINUE 
435 CONTINUE

NOW I SHALL MOVE THE CONTENTS OF xiATRIX V 
TO T IN ORDER TO PERFORM THE FINAL 
DIAGGNALIZATIQN
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Program STEVEj (continued)

DO 445 J=1,N 
DO 440 K“1,N 
T(J,KH(J,K)

440 CONTINUE 
445 CONTINUE 

BRANCH33!* 5 
GO TO 45
THE NEW T MATRIX IS NOW' DIAGONALIZED 
AND THE DIAGONAL ENTRIES ARE THE 
EIGENVALUES. THE SQUARE ROOT OF 
THE EIGENVALUES ARE THE RESONANT 
FREQUENCIES.

450 DO 455 J-1.N
W(J)=SQRT(ABS(T(J,J)))

455 CONTINUE
aRITE(2,460)(w(J),J=1,N)

460 FORMAT (/2X, ’RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE*/ 
14(2X,E11.4))

465 CALL EXIT 
END
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